1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Advances in ophthalmic imaging technology, such as spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) and confocal adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO), allow for detailed and sensitive measures of structural changes in the retina, including photoreceptors.[@bib1], [@bib2] However, the relationship between images of cone structure and visual function is not always clear. This ambiguous relationship has been reported in acute macular neuroretinopathy (AMN), a disease characterized by selective injury to the cone photoreceptors with retention of the normal rod photoreceptor mosaic.[@bib3] In follow-up of patients with AMN, persistent damage to the cone photoreceptor mosaic was documented at least one year after diagnosis, but some patients reported return of visual function despite documented abnormalities of cone structure.[@bib4], [@bib5] Similar reports of function within areas of structural damage have been documented with other maculopathies, including macular telangiectasia type 2^6^.

The objective of our study is to characterize foveal function in areas of apparent structural damage, which may provide insight into the relationship between structure and function given current technological advances in imaging.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

A patient presented after a viral illness with bilateral vision loss, mild vitritis, and SD-OCT and AOSLO images suggestive of focal cone loss at the fovea, findings diagnosed clinically as acute, bilateral foveolitis.

Informed consent was obtained after the study protocol and its associated risks were reviewed with the subject. The informed consent forms and study protocol were approved by the University of California San Francisco and University of California Berkeley Institutional Review Boards. The patient consented to publication of the findings of this study in writing. The patient was imaged 1 and 5 years after the initial diagnosis, but fundus-referenced tests of visual function were measured only at 5 years after symptom onset. The eye with better vision was chosen as the study eye based on visual acuity, fixation stability and AOSLO image quality.

2.1. Structural imaging {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

Complete eye examination including best-corrected visual acuity, color fundus photographs (Topcon 50EX, fundus camera, Topcon Medical Systems, Oakland, NJ), and infrared reflectance images (Spectralis HRA + OCT system \[Heidelberg Engineering, Vista, CA, USA\]) were completed after the study eye was dilated with one drop each of 1% tropicamide and 2.5% phenylephrine. SD-OCT b-scan images were obtained at 1° intervals through the central 20°, including the foveal avascular zone, at each visit. Horizontal SD-OCT scans through the PRL were exported to data analysis software (Igor Pro; WaveMetrics, Inc., Portland, OR) and manually segmented using sub-routines[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11] to identify boundaries between the different retinal layers. Thickness of the outer nuclear layer at the fovea at visits 1 and 5 years after symptom onset was compared to measures from 20 normal subjects (mean age 45, standard deviation 10.2). Fundus-guided microperimetry (Nidek MP1, Nidek, Fremont, CA, USA) was measured in each eye 1 year after symptom onset in a light adapted state using a Goldmann III stimulus for 200 msec and 4--2 threshold strategy. The patient was asked to look in the center of 4 crosses, each 2° in size, located at 20° eccentricity around fixation.

Directional-OCT (D-OCT) was performed using an SD-OCT system with eye tracking on loan from Carl Zeiss Meditec (prototype). D-OCT is a technique whereby OCT images of the same structure are taken with three different illumination angles and analyzed using an approach that reveals the presence of structures in the retina with directional reflective properties. The full technique is described in other papers.[@bib12], [@bib13] The purpose of the D-OCT measurements in this study was to look at the directionally-reflective properties of the waveguiding cone photoreceptors[@bib14] and to explore the possibility of the presence of misdirected cones in the lesion of the patient.

A custom-built AOSLO system was used to obtain high-resolution images of the study eye as previously described.[@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17] AOSLO videos covering 1.2° × 1.2° of retina were processed to produce stabilized images that were assembled into montages which included the anatomic fovea, the macular area with IS/OS junction band disruption, and surrounding normal cones in the subject\'s eye.

2.2. Functional testing {#sec2.2}
-----------------------

Fundus-referenced visual testing was performed, including identification of the preferred retinal locus (PRL), an AOSLO-administered letter discrimination task, and fundus-guided microperimetry using a tracking SLO (TSLO). The method of identifying the PRL is described in a previous paper.[@bib18] Areas identified by the SD-OCT images and AOSLO montages that suggested photoreceptor loss were specifically tested with the AOSLO discrimination task and with TSLO microperimetry.

### 2.2.1. AOSLO discrimination {#sec2.2.1}

An AOSLO-corrected discrimination task was performed to test visual function in and around the lesion. The test was a four-alternative-forced-choice tumbling 'E' task, where the letter E was directly projected onto the retina by modulating the 840 nm source in the AOSLO raster scan.[@bib19] To the subject, the letter appeared as black on a dim (∼4 cd/m^2^) red background. The letter size was greater than the minimum threshold measured clinically (Snellen equivalent of 20/30) and was presented 125 times for a duration of one second on each trial (30 video frames). An AOSLO video was recorded for each trial, along with the subject responses. Since the stimulus was delivered by modulating the imaging beam, the stimulus was encoded directly into the video. As such, the exact location of the stimulus over the course of each 1-second trial was recorded. The analysis of the results was focused on those trials that remained within the lesion for the entire 1-second duration.

### 2.2.2. Fundus-guided microperimetry {#sec2.2.2}

The TSLO is a custom-built system that was modified to perform similar fundus-guided microperimetry testing as has been described for the AOSLO.[@bib6], [@bib20] In both systems, accurate fundus-guided microperimetry is achieved via real-time, high-speed, image-based eye-tracking.[@bib21] The user interface allows the operator to identify and select specific regions in the retinal image to target for sensitivity threshold testing. The TSLO is a simple alternative to AOSLO in that it does not use adaptive optics to correct for ocular imperfections.

The main benefit of the TSLO over AOSLO microperimetry is that it offers more robust tracking performance over a larger field of view. The negative consequence of using TSLO for microperimetry is that transverse chromatic aberration is not objectively measured and corrected and the tracking performance and image quality is slightly worse. In this particular patient the TSLO was preferred over the AOSLO due to fixation instability which led to frequent AOSLO tracking failures. In the TSLO system, 840 nm light (Broadlighter, SuperLum, Cork, Ireland) was used to image the retina and 532 nm (CrystaLaser, Reno, NV, USA) was used for visible stimulation and threshold testing. This stimulation wavelength was chosen because it was convenient (readily available Diode Pumped Solid State laser) and because it excites L and M cones similarly with a ratio of ∼0.8:1.[@bib22]

The chromatic aberration was corrected in the TSLO system by adjusting the vergence and lateral displacement between the 532 nm and 840 nm scanning rasters until they both appeared equally sharp (longitudinal) and aligned (transverse) for the patient. The green background of approximately 100 cd/m[@bib2] from the stimulus channel was sufficiently bright to remove any contribution from rod photoreceptors.[@bib23]

The stimulus diameter was 4.5 arcminutes, roughly 70% that of a Goldmann I-sized stimulus. The stimulus was delivered for a duration of 200 ms (6 video frames) per trial to the target test site. An increment threshold approach was used to measure visual sensitivity; arbitrary units (au) were used to represent stimulus intensity on a linearized scale from 0 to 1 (a value of 0 represents background only; 1 corresponds to the strongest light deliverable by the system). The maximum luminance of our stimulus was 6532 cd/m^2^, 1.82 log units higher than the background. The TSLO microperimetry results were generated using a 20-trial adaptive staircase guided by a yes-no response paradigm.[@bib24] The threshold was measured three times at each retinal test site. Among the 9 test sites, 5 were targeted to fall within the lesion, and 4 outside the lesion in normal appearing retina as the control for this patient. A series of thresholds were recorded and averaged to create a single average value for each test site.

2.3. Image overlays {#sec2.3}
-------------------

Retinal vascular landmarks and features were used to create image overlays combining color fundus photos, infrared fundus photos, and AOSLO images (Adobe Illustrator; Adobe Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). SD-OCT cross-sectional retinal images and lines representing the location of each scan were registered to the color fundus photo and AOSLO images.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

The patient presented with reduced visual acuity in the right eye to 20/80 with a yellow spot at the fovea on fundus examination ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), which subsequently evolved into a discrete hypopigmented lesion over 3 months with disruption of the IS/OS and OS/RPE junction bands ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Fundus-guided microperimetry at 1 year after presentation revealed stable fixation (82% within 2°, 100% within 4 degrees of the center of 4 targets) with reduced sensitivity in the central 2°, but preserved function from 2 to 4°. Imaging at 1 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) and 5 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) years after disease onset showed no change in the appearance of the foveal lesion compared to 3 months after presentation, with color fundus photography showing a discrete circular lesion and SD-OCT scans obtained at 1° vertical intervals through the foveal avascular zone showing a disrupted IS/OS junction band with an intact ELM ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The outer nuclear layer thickness at the fovea measured 1 and 5 years after symptom onset (48.8 and 48.9 *μ*m, respectively) were both reduced by more than 2 standard deviations below normal (mean 108.7, standard deviation 13.1 *μ*m). Despite stability in the appearance of the lesion, visual acuity improved from the initial presentation of 20/80 (measured at 3 weeks and again at 1 year after initial symptom onset) to 20/25 5 years after symptom onset.Fig. 1Color fundus photography and spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) images. (A) Color fundus photo of the right eye at the time of presentation shows a yellow foveal lesion. The green line indicates the exact location of the SDOCT B-scan (Panel B) taken at that time. (B) The SD-OCT B-scan shows that the inner segment/outer segment (IS/OS) junction is disrupted in this and other scans obtained through the foveal avascular zone (FAZ). (C) The SD-OCT B-scan taken one year after presentation shows a clear break in the IS/OS junction across the lesion. (D) SD-OCT B-scan taken 5 years after presentation shows a disrupted IS/OS junction band with an intact overlying external limiting membrane without significant change compared to 1 year after presentation. Actual B-scan locations from panels C and D are very close but not exactly aligned with the B-scan in panel B. The scale bar, indicating 200 microns in the vertical and horizontal directions is in the lower left part of panel D and applies to all SD-OCT images. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 1

Directional OCT analysis ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that the focal region with diminished cone reflectivity could not be attributed to misdirected cones.Fig. 2Directional optical coherence tomography tricolor composite image. Regions of the spectral-domain optical coherence tomography image that are grayscale indicate structures that scatter equally when imaged from each direction. Blue, red and green structures are those that preferentially scatter when light is incident from the left, center and right directions, respectively. If misdirected cones were present, the inner segment/outer segment junction would have appeared within the lesion, but with a blue or red color indicating the pointing direction. Although there are some weak directional reflections originating within the lesion, there is no evidence of misdirected cones. Immediately posterior to the external limiting membrane centrally there is color (white arrowhead), indicating some directionally reflective structures in a location normally seen in grayscale. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 2

3.1. Structural images {#sec3.1}
----------------------

Confocal AOSLO images showed reduced cone reflectivity at the area of the lesion identified by SD-OCT images and color fundus photography ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The cone mosaic within the lesion was discontinuous and RPE cell profiles were seen within the lesion, while cone mosaics appeared normal outside the discrete lesion, and cone spacing measures were within 1 standard deviation of age-similar normal mean values. SD-OCT images revealed discrete loss of the IS/OS junction or ellipsoid zone (EZ) band in the same region, and the external limiting membrane (ELM) band was irregular and hyper-reflective compared to the surrounding retina (arrowheads, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Both SD-OCT (foveal pit) and AOSLO images (radial symmetry of cone spacing) indicated that the lesion was centered on the anatomical fovea.Fig. 3Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope and magnified spectral domain optical coherence tomography vertical B-scan images at 1 (top) and 5 (bottom) years after presentation. The red arrowhead indicates an intact but irregular and hyper-reflective external limiting membrane compared to the surrounding retina. The yellow arrowhead indicates the discrete loss of the inner segment/outer segment junction band. Scale bar, 1°. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 3

3.2. Functional testing {#sec3.2}
-----------------------

### 3.2.1. Preferred retinal locus {#sec3.2.1}

The PRL was identified to be within the lesion, or at the anatomical foveal location (white arrow, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 4Results of functional testing with preferred retinal locus (PRL), tracking scanning laser ophthalmoscope (TSLO) microperimetry, and adaptive optics SLO (AOSLO) acuity. The white arrowhead highlights the white dots within the lesion that identify the PRL. Most of the trials identifying the PRL fall within the lesion. The vertical bar uses colors to indicate threshold of perceived stimuli on a linear scale: green represents dimmest stimuli while red represents brightest stimuli. The scale bars indicate linear as well as dB units, which are computed from linear thresholds using the following equation: 10 × log~10~(1/threshold). Exact tested locations and stimulus size are indicated by the square boxes on the figure, and each is accompanied by text with the actual linear threshold values. TSLO microperimetry showed measurable but increased visual thresholds within the lesion. The inset shows results of the AOSLO acuity testing. Green trajectories (filled circles, solid line) indicate correct trials, whereas red trajectories (open circles, dashed line) indicate incorrect trials. Despite trajectories showing that the stimulus fell completely within the lesion for the duration of the trial, the patient was able to correctly identify the direction of the tumbling E in 48% of trials. Scale bar, 1°. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 4

### 3.2.2. AOSLO-discrimination {#sec3.2.2}

We were able to trace the trajectory of the stimulus in 99 out of the 125 trials. The patient correctly identified the orientation of the tumbling E presented with AOSLO acuity testing to trials both within and outside of the lesion. When the trajectory of the 'E' fell completely within the lesion for the duration of the trial (31 trials), the patient correctly identified its orientation 48% of the time (inset, [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). There is a 0.13% percent probability that this number of correct responses could happen by chance (Monte Carlo simulation of 20,000 trials). When the trajectory of the 'E' fell outside of the lesion for some of or all of the 1-second trial (68 trials), the patient correctly identified its orientation 78% of the time.

### 3.2.3. TSLO-microperimetry {#sec3.2.3}

TSLO microperimetry thresholds at all 9 sites tested showed measureable visual sensitivity ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Visual thresholds were increased more than 5-fold at the center of the lesion and more than 2.5-fold at the margins of the lesion compared to normal-appearing retina outside of the lesion.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

This is the first report of function within areas of apparent cone loss in long-term follow-up of a patient with acute bilateral foveolitis. Our report demonstrates measurable function in regions without a visible IS/OS junction band on OCT or cone profiles on confocal AOSLO imaging. This structural phenotype is not specific to this case; it has been observed in patients after retinal surgery[@bib25] and with other maculopathies, such as cone-rod dystrophy, following blunt trauma, and macular telangiectasia.[@bib6], [@bib26] The associated functional phenotype has only been shown in two cases of macular telangiectasia that we reported previously.[@bib6] We cannot conclude that this phenotype is always associated with residual function, since the other reports did not test function in these regions. One exception is a report by Makous et al.,[@bib27] albeit with a less similar phenotype. In that paper, function was tested in a patient with a mutation that gave rise to color blindness and AO images with a cone mosaic interspersed with cone-sized non-reflecting regions (i.e., holes in the mosaic). Their functional testing suggested that these dark regions were absolute scotomas.

4.1. How can there be function in regions with no visible cells? {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Importantly, the fact that a cell is not seen in SD-OCT or in confocal AOSLO should not be considered to offer conclusive evidence that no cell is present. Conversely, the measurement of function in a region *MUST* indicate that a cell is present, and that it is light-sensitive. The demonstration of spatial acuity (better-than-chance performance on a tumbling' 'E' task) within the lesion dispels any notion that the light sensitivity can be caused by light scattering into cones outside of the lesion.

Evidence of the presence of cells in regions exhibiting similar phenotypes to our patient (i.e. disrupted IS/OS junction bands, intact ELM on SD-OCT and little or no reflection from cones in confocal AOSLO), but with different conditions, is found in Scoles et al. where mosaics of cells are visible in the same regions using split-detection AOSLO.[@bib26] Although they did not evaluate visual function in the same regions in their study, it was hypothesized that these cells were cone photoreceptor inner segments. The fact that we find visual function within similar regions not only supports the hypothesis that there are inner segments, but it also indicates that these cells contain excitable photopigment. Where this photopigment resides within the photoreceptor cell remains to be determined. In any case, the cells appear to lack the physical structures that give rise to the reflections that are normally seen in SD-OCT or confocal AOSLO images, but do not lack function. It is possible that the cone inner and outer segments are contracted up into the ELM, which may account for the slight hyper-reflectance seen at the ELM on SD-OCT images. Split detector images in regions that lack visible cones in confocal AOSLO images show cells that appear larger, and more irregular than a typical array of inner segments,[@bib26] which may result in increased reflectivity in the ELM in SD-OCT images.

4.2. What is the prognosis for recovery? {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------

In a previous report by our group on patients with macular telangiectasia that exhibit a similar phenotype, we showed that cones that did not appear in one visit regained fully reflective properties and exhibited normal function in a subsequent visit.[@bib6] Studies on recovery after macular hole repair showed that following surgery, patients who had residual integrity of the ELM layer in OCT images had better visual outcomes compared to patients with disruptions in both the ELM and IS/OS junction band; the authors hypothesized that the ELM layer is critical for the restoration of the photoreceptor layer and for improvement of visual outcomes.[@bib25]

The observation of functional cones in regions in which the ELM is intact despite disruption of the IS/OS junction band likely indicates the presence of cones that are amenable to recovery or treatment. These "dysflective" cones with abnormal reflective properties may be invisible on SD-OCT and AOSLO but, because they retain visual function, their presence is important for prognosis.

While evidence of a phenotype that may be common to many retinal diseases is mounting, a full analysis of structure and function in this phenotype that includes SD-OCT, confocal and split-detector AOSLO and accurate fundus-guided functional testing remains to be done in a single setting. This paper makes a strong case that such studies should be done.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

The structural SD-OCT and AOSLO findings along with precise fundus-guided functional testing demonstrate that in lesions with a preserved ELM and disrupted IS/OS junction band, there may be cones with abnormal scattering characteristics that are not directly visible but retain some function. Although sensitivity thresholds in these abnormally scattering cones are elevated on functional testing, they still have measurable light sensitivity. After 5 years with a stable lesion indicating focal diminished cone reflectivity on SD-OCT and AOSLO scans, this case demonstrates that functional testing may indicate the presence of cones that may be amenable to recovery or treatment despite not being directly visible.
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